
UWPA General Assembly Notes   
Mon, Dec. 3, 2018 (9am): Loew 310 

 
 

Attending Unknown if Attending   Cannot Attend 
 
Julie Van De Weghe 

  

   
Start time:   
  

1. ACTIVATE BRAINSTORM!! How do we replenish board members?? 
a. In need of: Treasurer, Secretary, OPAL, Social Media, Co-chair, newsletter team 

x This should be a standing item until we find a solution! 
 

2.  Bylaws update 
a. Officially ratified – need to make sure updated version goes online 

 
3. Headshot updates 

a. Several photographers have contacted – need to decide on when and if we tie it 
into a different event    

 
a. Brain DalBalcon www.dalbalconphoto.com  

I am very interested in shooting the post-doc portraits. My rate is 
$150/hr so probably allow about three hours. No real need to book far in 
advance but the sooner the better as days do fill in. Generally booking a 
month in advance is pretty good.  

      b.    Anil Kapahi www.anilkapahi.zenfolio.com   

Thanks for your email and yes, I would be interested. My rate is $150.00 
per hr. which includes editing and retouching of photos. 

you can see before and after retouch pictures at: 

https://anilkapahi.zenfolio.com/p170128087/h209713b?customize=3#h209713b 

 

 
 
 
 

http://www.dalbalconphoto.com/
http://www.anilkapahi.zenfolio.com/
https://anilkapahi.zenfolio.com/p170128087/h209713b?customize=3#h209713b


 
I don't overdo retouching but still, what I do makes for a cleaner and nicer picture 
without the need for a makeup person. If you have a specific date in mind, it would be 
best to schedule by early January but if you are flexible on dates then I can usually 
accommodate with a few weeks notice. I also charge for 1/2 hour setup and tear down 
time so we are probably talking  2.5 hours. Let me know if you are interested in using 
me and then we can talk more about  details such as the background preference and 
what people should wear. Also, feel free to call me at 206 524 1932 if you have any 
questions. Thanks again for the email and I look forward to working with you. Anil 
Kapahi  

    c. Conrad? Any word on rate? 

 
 

4. Parenting updates w/ new group leaders  
a. Welcome Ajasja Ljubetic! 
b. Stefanie is still in charge of parenting listserv; we’ll update in newsletter. 

 
5. Happy Hour / Coffee Hour updates 

a. Karla can lead December happy hour?  
b. Andrew Valentine maybe interested in hosting these in future 

 
6. Updates from Peer Mentoring Group for K99 / K-awards  

a. Monthly meetings and providing resources for postdocs; would recommend 
expanding if anyone is interested in other awards. 

 
7. New postdoc diversity group 

a. Several meetings now happened; would be great to have someone on our board 
from the group 

 
8. Content for newsletter 

a. Julie needs additions!  
b. Last newsletter: Mailing list: 1086 

i. 43.6% opens  
ii. 6 people vote all yays  

 
9.  Postdoc Symposium  

a. Karla tried to reserve Orin Smith but doesn’t have the right privileges since not 
based there. Reached out to new SLU rep Anna but no response. Will try again 
and then ask Bill Mahoney to reserve it for us. 
 

10. AOB 
a. Budget: $5336.68 
b. Present for Amy 

 



 
 
 
Adjourned: next meeting Jan 7th at 4pm in Loew 310 


